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MURVATE FARM tTD

As owner of Munrale Farm Ltd at 644 Matahuru Valley Rd RDlt Ohinewai

3784, a farm consisting of 250 hectares of medium to steep hill country

lying east - west across the valley, I wish to submit my concerns and

partial disapproval of the Healthy Rivers Scheme as it applies to my farm

and locality.

Murvale Farm Ltd, and Richard and Jane Trousdale who lease a part of the
property, have stocking rates of 70% sheep and30% cattle ratios and

income equally in that proportion. lt is interesting to note sheep are not

mentioned as contaminants on the Healthy River Scheme.

While I agree in principle to the amprovement of water quality under the

scheme I believe the hill country is being falsely accused of creating water

contamination.

Points of note:-

(1) The Hapukohe Range area has its own micro-climate created by its

geographic location forming a catchment and watershed area with a

rainfall of between 54-45 inches annually, with turbulence and

thunderstorms quite common. (Ask any glider pilot)The nature of
the rainfa!! (up to 7 inches in a 24 hour period) over its steep

topography gathers and sheds water rapidly. Subsequently the run

off creates naturally formed channels that are self-cleansing and

humanly impossible to control.

(2)The numerous tributaries to the central Matahuru stream are

almost without exception in the category not requiring preventative

treatment to keep stock out of waterways i.e. none of the

tributaries are over 1 metre wide and 30 cm deep.

(3) The Matahuru stream itself does fall into the category requiring

preventive fencing and I would suggest most of that area is already

fenced to contain the flood plain area.



(4)With regard to keeping cattle out of the main watercourse of the

Matahuru stream Murvale farm would be quite happy to single wire

electric fence off the main stream, above the flood level, thus

keeping cattle out of the water yet still allowing sheep to graze to
the water edge thus keeping the pasture clean and avoid the need

to plant trees and spray bad vegetation such as gorse and

blackberry.

(s)With regard to recommended fencing off of swampy areas one

must first understand the nature of our hill country's topography. ln

our case numerous gullies have small swamp's in many of them. I

have found it more beneficial to drain these swamps with a

hydraulic digger- locating hidden springs- rather than fencing them

off. This allows the wet area to harden off and grow grass while a

narrow drain allows clean water to flow out. lt also reduces stock

loses and further contamination through decaying carcasses if they

cannot be retrieved for disposal elsewhere. This project over the
last 10 years has cost in the vicinity ofSfZOOO but has been money

well spent with savings in livestock and reduction in contamination.

It has also been my experience to see areas of swamp under

torrential rainfall being lifted up and sliding downhill and into

streams creating silt and sediment pollution in waterways

downstream.

(6)Stock movement and mustering is the domain of an experienced

stockman and as both sheep and cattle are reluctant to go into

water culverts and bridges have been placed strategically over the
whole farm to allow stock to flow where they are most comfortable

doing so.

(7) lt is an interesting fact of nature that some of our best springs are

located on some of the highest ridge points. This allows tapping of
these springs to gravity feed water by pipe to troughs therefore

negating the need for stock to go down to stream level to drink.



Other troughs are placed on hill tops and water is reticulated by
pump via pipes to them, again negating stock moving down to
streams to drink.

(8)The farm is subdivided into 40 paddocks and a system of rotational
grazing is used for all stock, this results in stock being spread over a

large area reducing faecal contamination. break fencins of stock is

not practised at all avoidine heavilv contaminated areas.

(9)Construction over the years has created an inventory of:-

7 bridges

29 culverts

2 fenced dams

19 water troughs

These have all been created to assist stock and vehicle movement
for the benefit of the user and reduce disturbance in watercourses.

Both households on the farm and the 2woolsheds use water gravity fed
from springs or water pumped from streams to header tanks to gravity
feed to buildings.

It must be noted all families and employees drink the water from both
springs and streams and in time of drought when one spring dries up
only water from the tributary streams to the Matahuru stream can be

used. Over these 50 years there have been no ill-effects or water borne
illness affect anybody.

It is interesting to note hill country contour on Onetai Station on the
Awakino River Taranaki is being researched into the effect steep contour
has on filtering water on its way down to stream and river leve!,

preliminary findings are showing positive signs of cleansing.

I respectfully submit that I believe the proponents of the Healthy River

Scheme have started with the wrong premise and are getting the wrong



answers in relation to the grazing areas of hill country in the
Hapuakohe Range.

I would certainly drink the water of the Matahuru stream at the
bridge north of the Matahuru Waiterimu Hall on Taniwha Rd but
certainly not drink the water from Sherrards Bridge at the junction of
Waiterimu Rd and Tahuna Rd.

I suggest the Regional Council's water sampling points are totally
flawed.

ln conclusion rainfa!! and water are either our best friend or worst
enemy. !t provides the basis of sustenance and surviva! on one
hand and yet can cost thousands of dollars to infrastructure when
falling in torrents.

Its power is way beyond human control and urban dwellers have no
understanding of that power.

We respect our hi!! country and water resources and are constantly
working to protect our farming lifestyle and environment.,--#
Charles Trousdale


